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Windows have been the most changed aspect of the buildings in the Elsah valley and on The 

Principia College campus.  This is a partial list with most of the college campus windows listed 

as tbd (to be determined).   

 

The Windows List has been developed to help photographers identify replacement windows 

versus old windows for purposes of the 2020 Village of Elsah Museum photography exhibit.  

The exhibit will have special recognition awards for photographs (using this imperfect list) that 

show an interesting aspect of historic or old wood windows on an historic building.  In addition 

to the recognition, there will be a small financial award and credit given to the photographer for 

the temporary display of the photographs on the Historic Elsah Foundation website.   

 

Historic windows in Elsah have thin wood muntins that divide each pane in the sash.  Most Elsah 

early windows have two sash pieces which slide in the case.  Older windows have a thick casing 

in contrast to more modern windows.  Also, the trim on the outside of historic windows on wood 

frame buildings is much wider than on modern windows.   

 

Shutters were probably not common on historic buildings in Elsah. However, there are 

exceptions. For example, the Village Hall at 26 LaSalle did have wood shutters originally.  One 

can make that statement because the hinges are part of the original casing/frame of the windows.  

Since shutters often deteriorate faster than windows, it is not likely that the current shutters on 

the Village Hall are all original, although some are quite old and may have even come from 

another building.  All the shutters on the east side of the building are new wood reproduction 

shutters. 

 

Thank you for participating in the Village of Elsah Museum Photography exhibit and your 

interest in identifying historic windows. 

 


